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UNAMIR .. MINUAII

File No 5000.45 (PLANS)
To: Distribution List;

From: DCOS OPS

Date: 25 May 95

Subject: FC'S DIRECTIVE ON THE LEGAL JURISDICTION
ARPLICABLE TO UNAMIR AND RWANDAN AUTHORITIES

Reference: A. 2000—l (FC) dated l6 May 95
B. 2000-1 (FC) dated 24jQ4y95 (enclosed)

1. The Force Commander's directive on the legal jurisdiction
applicable to UNAMIR and Rwandan authorities, Reference A, has
been revised in order to conform to UNAMIR's new mandate.

2. Overview of changes. All references to protection of
displaced persons, refugees and civilians have been deleted.
In Annex D the section on the procedure of handing over of
Rwandan nationals has been deleted for displaced persons,
refugees and civilians. The assistance rendered to Rwandans
seeking the protection of UNAMIR has been narrowed to
situations covered by International Humanitarian Law in cases
where they are about to suffer death or serious bodily injury
and there are no appropriate Rwandan authorities available.

3. You are requested to disseminate this document to all
personnel.

Enclosures: (1)

DISTRIBUTION LIST:

Action:

Lists B & D (less spares)
HRLO/UNHRFO

Information.

Lists A and E (less spares)
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UNAMIR - MINUAII

File No 2000-1 (FC)
.£L;Ju1y 1995

Distribution List

FORCE COMMANDER'S DIRECTIVE ON THE LEGAL JURISDICTION
APPLICABLE TO UNAMIR AND RWANDAN AUTHORITIES

References: A. UNAMIR SOPs, Part 3, Section 17, Rules of
Engagement dated 24 July 1995.
B. FC Directive on Conduct, Dress and Weapon
Carriage Policy dated 26 April 1995.

INTRODUCTION

1. This updated Directive is effective on receipt and .
cancels the earlier version which was issued on 16 May 1995.
It has the support of the SRSG's office, ICRC and UNHRFOR.

GENERAL

2. In the conduct of their duties, UNAMIR personnel may be
required to hand over individuals to the Government of Rwanda.
This hand over may occur as a result of Rwandan authorities
seeking legal jurisdiction over foreign or Rwandan nationals.

DEFINITIONS _
3. The following definitions shall apply to this
Directive:

a. "Appropriate authority" at this stage, refers only
to the Prosecutor's Office. Further changes to this
definition will be notified in writing by the FC.

b. "Civilian component" consists of UN officials and of
other persons assigned by the Secretary-General to
assist the SRSG or made available by participating
States to serve as part of UNAMIR.

c. "Detainee" is any person who is held for committing
a hostile act or hostile intent against any of the
categories of people referred to in paragraphs 7d
and 7e below.
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d. "Legal Jurisdiction" includes but is not limited to
those situations where Rwandan authorities seek to
take a foreign or Rwandan national into custody.

e. "Military personnel of national contingents"
includes military staff

f. "Official capacity" for
soldiers are in uniform
official functions (see

g. "UNHRFOR" is the United
Operations in Rwanda.

at UNAMIR HQ.

UNAMIR troops is any time
or in civilian clothes for
Reference B).

Nations Human Rights Field

h. "Visitors" includes, but is not limited to,
journalists, tourists, dignitaries representing
national governments and non—UNAMIR personnel
permitted to enter UNAMIR premises.

AIM

4. The aim of this Directive is to outline the procedures
for handing over individuals or groups of people to the
Rwandan authorities.

FOREIGN NATIONALS AND RWANDAN JURISDICTION

5. Rwandan authorities may seek jurisdiction over the
following categories of foreign nationals:

a. SRSG, Force Commander and the Police Commissioner
CIVPOL;

b. UN civilian officials assigned to the civilian
component to serve with UNAMIR;

c. United Nations Military Observers (UNMOs), Civilian
Police (CIVPOL) and civilian personnel from overseas
who are employed by the UN specifically for this
mission but who are not
consultants) (hereinafter referred to as "experts on
mission");

UNAMIR staff (eg

d. military personnel of national contingents who are
part of UNAMIR;

e. personnel of UN specialised agencies;

f. personnel of NGOs; and

g. visitors.
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6. The legal status of these categories of personnel and the
hand over procedures for them are detailed at Annexes A and C
respectively.

RWANDAN NATIONALS AND RWANDAN JURISDICTION

7. Rwandan authorities may seek jurisdiction over the
following categories of Rwandan nationals:

a. Locally recruited personnel who are working for the
UN.

b. Rwandans who seek UNAMIR protection.

c. Rwandans who are detained by UNAMIR personnel for
committing or who are suspected of committing a
hostile act or display hostile intent (as defined in
Reference A) or a serious criminal offence against
Rwandan or International Humanitarian law.

d. Rwandans who are detained for stealing and/or
damaging property, or are suspected of stealing
and/or damaging property belonging to, or in the
care of, UNAMIR, UN humanitarian organisations or UN
protected sites (see Reference A). H

8. The legal status and hand over for Rwandan nationals is
at Annexes A and D respectively.

9. Witnesses. Rwandan nationals who request the protection
of UNAMIR because they have witnessed and/or have been the
subject of serious physical abuse may be provided with such
protection if their circumstances fall within the mandate
and/or it is considered that a moral obligation exists for the
provision of such assistance. The decision to offer such
assistance will only be provided by the express authorization
of UNAMIR HQ. A request for such assistance should be made as
soon as possible after the initial request is made.

10. Any person in the care of UNAMIR troops are to be treated
humanely, ensuring that they are provided with food, drinking
water and that they are afforded safeguards in terms of
health, hygiene and protection against the rigours of climate
and the dangers of armed conflict.

MEMBERS OF THE RWANDAN PATRIOTIC ARMY (RPA)

11. It is not within the mandate of UNAMIR to provide
protection to members of the RPA. Should a member of the RPA
seek protection the member is to be advised that protection
will not be given.
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12. Should the person seeking protection request the
assistance of UNAMIR to liaise with the appropriate RPA
authority for his handover, he should be informed that UNAMIR
is unable to provide protection and HQ UNAMIR is to be
informed in order to coordinate all actions. HQ UNAMIR will
ensure that the appropriate local and UNAMIR RPA Liaison
officer are informed.

13. The person seeking protection is not to be treated as a

t

Annexes

Annex A
Annex-B
Annex C
Annex D
Annex E
Annex F
Annex G

detainee and as such may have leave UNAMIR property at any
ime.

44@¢¢

G.C. Tou "gnant
Major—G eral
Force Commander

Foreign Nationals and Rwandan Jurisdiction
Rwandan Nationals and Rwandan Jurisdiction
Procedures for Handing Over Foreign Nationals
Procedures for Handing Over Rwandan Nationals
Prosecutors Offices in Rwanda
ICRC Representatives In Rwanda
Hand Over Proforma

DISTRIBUTION LIST

Action:

Lists B, C and D (less spares)
HRL/UNHRFO
CISS '
CCPO
STO
CSO
MCC
CITMM
BMES
CCO

Information:

Lists A and E (less spares)
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ANNEX A TO
2000-1 (FC)
DATED ,,1,,. JUL 95

FOREIGN NATIONALS AND THEIR LEGAL STATUS IN RWANDA

SE I CATEGORY LEGAL IMUNITY AUTHORITY FOR HAND OVER
SRSG, FC, Police Comm of
CIVPOL

Accorded Diplomatic immunity and
privilege under International Law

Not to be handed over to
Rwandan authorities under
any circumstance.

UN Civilian officials
assigned to the Civilian
Component to serve with
UNAMIR

Immune from legal process for all
acts performed by them in their
official capacity.

Only to be handed over with
the concurrence of the SRSG.

UNMO, CIVPOL and
Consultants

Immune from legal process for all
acts performed by them in their
official capacity.
Immune from personal arrest or
detention and seizure of their
personal baggage

Only to be handed over with
the concurrence of the FC
and/or the SRSG.

Military Pers of National
Contingents who are a part
of UNAMIR

Immunity from legal process in
respect of acts performed by them
in their official capacity.

Only to be handed over with
the concurrence of the FC
and the Contingent
Commander.

Personnel of UN Specialist
Agencies

Immunity from legal process in
respect of acts performed by them
in their official capacity.

Only to be handed over
the concurrence of the
of the Agency.

with
head

Personnel of NGOs No immunity unless they have
entered in to a bilateral
arrangement with the Rwandan
Government.

To be handed over on dQ\_, mand
of proper legal authority
with the concurrence of the
head of the NGO.

Visitors No immunity from legal process in
respect of acts performed by them
in their official capacity.

To be handled over on demand
of proper legal authority.



ANNEX B TO
2000—l_(FC)
DATED J_<"L+ JUL §

RWANDAN NATIONAL AND THEIR LEGAL STATUS'IN RWANDA

SER I CATEGORY ' LEGAL IMMUNITY AUTHORITY FOR HAND OVER

35

1. |Locally recruited personnel Immune from legal process in
respect of all acts performed
by them in their official
capacity.

Note: This protection does n
extend to acts committed befo
their employment with the UN.

ot
re

Only to be handed over with the
concurrence of the SRSG.

2. (Rwandan National detained
' by UNAMIR authorities

Treat humanely. Only to be handed over at an
office of the prosecutor.



ANNEX C TO
2000-1 (FC)
DATED QR; JUL 95

PROCEDURES FOR HANDING OVER FOREIGN NATIONALS

UN CIVILIAN ASSIGNED TO THE CIVILIAN COMPONENT TO SERVE WITH UNAMIR

1. As soon as a Rwandan authority seeks legal jurisdiction over a UN
civilian assigned to the civilian component to serve with UNAMIR, the
SRSG, or his representative, HQ UNAMIR, and the International Committee
of the Red Cross (ICRC) and UNHRFOR must be notified. HQ UNAMIR is to
dispatch Military Police (MP).

2. UNAMIR soldiers are not to allow the Rwandan authority(s) to take
custody of the UN civilian unless the SRSG has given permission for this
to occur. UNAMIR troops are to allow MP to liaise with the Rwandan
authority(s).

3. If the Rwandan authority(s) uses force to attempt to take custody
of the UN civilian, UNAMIR troops are authorised to use force in
accordance with Reference A. P

4. If authority is given for the hand over, the UN civilian must be
taken to the appropriate Prosecutor's Office (details of these offices
are at Annex E). The ICRC and UNHRFOR are to be notified as far as
possible in advance and,_if possible, are to be present during the hand
over. The proforma at Annex G is to be completed and signed by the
UNAMIR person conducting the hand over and the person in the
Prosecutor's Office to whom the hand over is made.

5. A.report detailing the following is to submitted to UNAMIR HQ,
attention G1 Pers, G2, G3 Ops and the Force Provost Marshall:

a. name of person handed over,

b. location where the Rwandan Government sought jurisdiction,

c. crime person was accused of,

d. name of the UNAMIR person(s) who was present when the Rwandan
Government sought jurisdiction,

e. date, time and place the person was handed to the Prosecutor's
Office, and

f. whether an ICRC and UNHRFOR representative was present during
the handover and if not, why not.
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ANNEX CUNMOS, CIVPOL AND EXPERTS ON MISSION

6. As soon as Rwandan authority seeks legal jurisdiction over an UNMO,
CIVPOL or an Expert on Mission, the FC or his representative, the SRSG
or his representative and the ICRC and UNHRFOR must be notified. HQ
UNAMIR is to dispatch MP or CIVPOL to the site. The Rwandan authority
is to be reminded that these members are, under Rwandan and
international law, immune from arrest, detention or the seizure of their
baggage.

7. UNAMIR soldiers are not to allow the Rwandan authority(s) to take
custody of an UNMO, CIVPOL or an Expert on Mission unless the FC and/or
the SRSG has given permission for this to occur. UNAMIR troops are to
allow MP or CIVPOL to liaise with the Rwandan authority(s).

8. If the Rwandan authority(s) uses force to attempt to take custody
of the UNMO, CIVPOL or Expert on Mission, UNAMIR troops are authorised
to use force in accordance with Reference A.

9. If authority is given for the hand over, the UNMO, CIVPOL or Expert
on Mission must be taken to the appropriate Prosecutor's Office (details
of these offices are at.Annex E). The ICRC and UNHRFOR are to be -
notified as far as possible in advance and, if possible, are to be
present during the handover. The proforma at Annex G is to be completed
and signed by the UNAMIR person conducting the hand over and the person
in the Prosecutor's Office to whom the hand over is made.

10. A report detailing the following is to be submitted to UNAMIR HQ,
attention G1 Pers, G3 Ops, and the Force Provost Marshall:

a. name of person handed over,

b. location where the Rwandan Government sought jurisdiction,

c. crime person accused of,

d. name of the UNAMIR person(s) who was present when the Rwandan
Government sought jurisdiction,

e. date, time and place the person was handed to the Prosecutor's
Office, and

f. whether an ICRC and UNHRFOR representative was present during
the hand over and if not, why not.

MILITARY PERSONNEL OF NATIONAL CONTINGENTS WHO ARE A PART OF UNAMIR

ll. A soon as a Rwandan authority seeks legal jurisdiction over
military personnel of national contingents who are part of UNAMIR, the
FC or his representative, the appropriate contingent commander and the
ICRC must be notified. HQ UNAMIR is to dispatch MP to the site. The
Rwandan authority should be reminded that military members of the
military component of UNAMIR shall be subject to the exclusive
jurisdiction of their respective participating states in respect of any
criminal offences which may have been committed by them in Rwanda.
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ANNEX C

12. UNAMIR soldiers are not to allow the Rwandan authority(s) to take
custody of another UNAMIR soldier unless the FC and the appropriate
contingent commander have given permission for this to occur. UNAMIR
troops are to allow MP to liaise with the Rwandan authority(s).

13. If the Rwandan authority(s) uses force to attempt to take custody
of the UNAMIR soldier, UNAMIR troops are authorised to use force in
accordance with Reference A.

14. If authority is given for the hand over, the UNAMIR soldier must be
taken to the appropriate Prosecutor's Office (details of these offices
are at Annex E). The ICRC and UNHRFOR are to be notified as far as
possible in advance and, if possible, are to be present during the hand
over. The proforma at Annex G is to be completed and signed by the
UNAMIR person conducting the hand over and the person in the
Prosecutor's Office to whom the hand over is made.

15. A report detailing the following is to be submitted to UNAMIR HQ,
attention G1 Pers, G3 Ops, and the Force Provost Marshall:

a. name of person handed over,

b.' location where the Rwandan Government sought jurisdiction,

c. crime person accused of,

d. name of the UNAMIR person(s) who was present when the Rwandan
Government sought jurisdiction,

e. date, time and place the person was handed to the Prosecutor's
Office, and

f. whether an ICRC and UNHRFOR representative was present during
the hand over and if not, why not.

PERSONNEL OF UN SPECIALISED AGENCIES _

16. As soon as a Rwandan authority seeks legal jurisdiction over a
member of a UN specialised agency, the SRSG or his representative, the
appropriate head of agency and the ICRC and UNHRFOR must be notified.
HQ UNAMIR is to dispatch MP to the site.

17. UNAMIR soldiers are not to allow the Rwandan authority(s) to take
custody of a member of a UN specialised agency unless the SRSG and the
appropriate head of the agency have given permission for this to occur.
UNAMIR troops are to allow MP to liaise with the Rwandan authority(s).

18. If the Rwandan authority(s) uses force to attempt to take custody
of a member of a UN specialised agency, UNAMIR troops are authorised to
use force in accordance with Reference A.
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ANNEX C

19. If authority is given for the handover, the person must be taken to
the appropriate Prosecutor's Office (details of these offices are at
Annex E). The ICRC and UNHRFOR are to be notified as far as possible in
advance and, if possible, are to be present during the hand over. The
proforma at Annex G is to be completed and signed by the UNAMIR person
conducting the hand over and the person in the Prosecutor's Office to
whom the hand over is made.

20. A report detailing the following is to be submitted to UNAMIR HQ,
attention G1 Pers, G3 Ops, and the Force Provost Marshall and the UN
agency concerned:

a. name of person handed over and the agency they work for,

b. location where the Rwandan Government sought jurisdiction,

c. crime person accused of,

d. name of the UNAMIR person(s) who was present when the Rwandan
Government sought jurisdiction,

e. date, time and place the person was handed to the Prosecutor's
Office, and .

f. whether an ICRC and UNHRFOR representative was present during
the hand over and if not, why not.

PERSONNEL OF NGOS

21. As soon as a Rwandan authority seeks legal jurisdiction over a
member of an NGO, HQ UNAMIR, the appropriate head of the NGO agency and
the ICRC and UNHRFOR must be notified. HQ UNAMIR is to dispatch MP to
the site.

22. UNAMIR soldiers are not to allow the Rwandan authority(sl to take
custody of a member of an NGO unless the appropriate head of the NGO has
given permission for this to occur. UNAMIR troops are to allow MP to
liaise with the Rwandan authority(s).

23. If authority is given for the handover, the person must be taken to
the appropriate Prosecutor's Office (details of these offices are at
Annex E). The ICRC and UNHRFOR are to be notified as far as possible in
advance and, if possible, are to be present during the hand over. The
proforma at Annex G is to be completed and signed by the UNAMIR person
conducting the hand over and the person in the Prosecutor's Office to
whom the hand over is made.

24. A report detailing the following is to be submitted to UNAMIR HQ,
attention Gl Pers, G3 Ops, and the Force Provost Marshall:

a. name of person handed over and the NGO they work for,

b. location where the Rwandan Government sought jurisdiction,
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ANNEX C

c. crime person accused of,

d. name of the UNAMIR person(s) who was present when the Rwandan
Government sought jurisdiction,

e. date, time and place the person was handed to the Prosecutor's
Office, and

f. whether an ICRC and UNHRFOR representative was present during
the hand over and if not, why not.

VISITORS

25. As soon as a Rwandan authority seeks legal jurisdiction over a
visitor, HQ UNAMIR, UNHRFOR and the ICRC should be notified. HQ UNAMIR
is to dispatch MP to the site.

26. UNAMIR soldiers are to allow the Rwandan authority(s) to take
custody of a visitor providing the proper legal authority is identified
as having legal authority (ie Gendarme, Prosecutors). UNAMIR troops are
to allow MP to liaise with the Rwandan authority(s).

27. If possible the person should be taken to the appropriate
Prosecutor's Office (details of these offices are at Annex E). The ICRC
and UNHRFOR are to be notified as far as possible in advance and, if
possible, are to be present during the hand over. The proforma at Annex
G is to be completed and signed by the UNAMIR person conducting the hand
over and the person in the Prosecutor's Office to whom the hand over is
made. A

28. A report detailing the following is to be submitted to UNAMIR HQ,
attention G1 Pers, G3 Ops, and the Force Provost Marshall:

a. name of person handed over and their affiliation or
nationality, _

b. location where the Rwandan Government sought jurisdiction,

c. crime person accused of,

d. name of the UNAMIR person(s) who was present when the Rwandan
Government sought jurisdiction,

e. date, time and place the person was handed to the Prosecutor's
Office, and

f. whether an ICRC and UNHRFOR representative was present during
the hand over and if not, why not.
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ANNEX D TO
2000-1 (FC)
DATED V1,,’ JUL 95

PROCEDURES FOR HANDING OVER RWANDAN NATIONALS

LOCALLY RECRUITED PERSONNEL

1. As soon as a Rwandan authority seeks legal jurisdiction over any
locally recruited personnel, the SRSG or his representative and the ICRC
must be notified. HQ UNAMIR is to dispatch MP to the site. UNHRFOR is
to be notified immediately.

2. UNAMIR soldiers are not to allow any Rwandan authority(s) to take
custody of locally recruited personnel unless the SRSG has given
permission for this to occur. UNAMIR troops are to allow MP to liaise
with the Rwandan authority(s).

3. If the Rwandan authority(s) uses force to attempt to take custody
of locally recruited personnel, UNAMIR troops are authorised to use
force in accordance with Reference A. .

4. UNHRFOR is to be permitted to speak to the locally recruited
person.

5. If authority is given for the hand over, the person must be taken
to the appropriate Prosecutor's Office (details of these offices are at
Annex E). The ICRC are to be notified as far as possible in advance
and, if possible are to be present during the hand over. UNHRFOR is to
be present during the hand over. (Note: No hand over is to be delayed
more than 24 hours with out UNAMIR HQ permission on the sole basis that
the ICRC and/or UNHRFO are not present.) The proforma at Annex G is to
be completed and signed by the UNAMIR person conducting the hand over
and the person in the Prosecutor's Office to whom the hand over is made.

6. A report detailing the following is to be submitted to UNAMIR HQ,
attention G1 Pers, G2, G3 Ops, and the Force Provost Marshall:

a. name of person handed over,

b. location where the Rwandan Government sought jurisdiction,

c. crime person accused of,

d. name of the UNAMIR person(s) who was present when the Rwandan
Government sought jurisdiction,

e. date, time and place the person was handed to the Prosecutor's
Office, and

f. whether an ICRC and/or UNHRFOR representative was present
during the hand over and if not, why not.
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ANNEX D

RWANDANS SEEKING PROTECTION OF UNAMIR

7. It is not within the UNAMIR mandate to give Rwandan nationals
protection. Circumstances may arise where protection to an individual
or a group of individuals will be given under International Humanitarian
Law because they are about to suffer death or serious bodily injury and
there are no appropriate Rwandan authorities available to offer timely
assistance. Such circumstances will be rare and in such cases UNAMIR HQ
is to be notified immediately.

PERSONS DETAINED BY UNAMIR TROOPS

8. They are to be searched, disarmed and segregated. At all times
they are to be treated in accordance with the principals of minimum
force as detailed at Reference A. UNAMIR HQ is to be notified
immediately of the circumstances surrounding the detention. HQ UNAMIR
is to dispatch MP to the site. UNAMIR troops are to allow the MP to
liaise with the Rwandan authority(s).

9. The detainee(s) is to be told the reason for his detention.

10. They are to be identified and their personal details recorded. The
reason for the detention is also to be recorded. - , .

11. A safe and secure place is to be arranged as a temporary place of
custody. Detainees are to be kept in custody by UNAMIR troops for the
minimum time necessary. A detainee is to be kept in custody for no more
than 24 hours unless they have the permission of UNAMIR HQ. Detainees
are to be provided with food, water, shelter and medical attention as
required. ICRC is to be informed immediately and is to be allowed to
have access to these detainees.

12. Detainees and the property found in their possession are to be
handed to the appropriate Prosecutor's Office (details of these offices
are at Annex E). The detainee is to be allowed to keep all property
essential for his/her comfort and survival (eg food and water).

13. The ICRC (if possible) and the UNHRFOR are to be notified and
present during the hand over. The proforma at Annex G is to be
completed and signed by the UNAMIR person conducting the hand over and
the person in the Prosecutor's Office to whom the hand over is made.

14. Detainees are not to be handed to any other RPA authorities. A
Prosecutor's Office is the only authorised office for the processing and
handing over of detainees in Rwanda.

15. A.report detailing the following is to be submitted to UNAMIR HQ,
attention G1 Pers, G2, G3 Ops and the Force Provost Marshall:

a. name of the detainee,

b. location where the person was detained,
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crime person accused of,

name of the UNAMIR person who detained the detainee,

ANNEX D

date, time and place the detainee was handed to the Office of
the Prosecutor, and

whether an ICRC and/or UNHRFOR representative was present
during the hand over and if not, why not
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PROSECUTOR OFFICES IN RWANDA

ANNEX E TO
2000—l (FC)
DATED£}q JUL 95

TOWN PROSECUTOR'S NAME ADDRESS

HKIBUNGO MUSHUMBA, Jean
Baptiste

KIGALI NSANZUWERA, Sylere

RWANAGANA GATAMBIYE, Cyprien
KIBUYE TUYISENGE, Celestin

GITARAMA KAYIBANDA, Simon

%NYANZA HARELIMANA, Callixte

BUTARE
I

HAVUGIYAREMYE, Aloys

GIKONGORO NYANDWI, Viateur
CYANGUGU HARERIMANA, Charles
GISENYI UWIYINGOMA, David

RUHENGERI MUSUHUKE, Francois
BYUMBA

NOTE: It is the duty of all Sector Commanders to know exactly where
the above offices are located.



ICRC REPRESENTATIVES IN RWANDA

ANNEX F TO
2000-1 (FC)
DATED‘1q JUL 95

TOWN ICRC REPRESENTATIVE ADDRESS
,-A

KIBUNGO Francois SENECHAUB
KIGALI Laurent FELLAY
RWANAGANA Francois SENECHAUB
KIBUYE Cristophe LOSEY
GITARAMA Laurent FELLAY
NYANZA Fereydoun AALAU
BUTARE Aalame FEREYDOUN
GIKONGORO Franz RUSCHENSTEIN
CYANGUGU Iris WITTNER

GISENYI Johanna GROBASH
RUHENGERI Johanna GROBASH
BYUMBA Hugo GISLER

NOTE: It is the duty of all Sector Commanders to know exactly where the
aBove offices are located.



HAND OVER PROFORMA

ANNEX G To
2000-1 (FC)
DATED IUL 95

I, (1), A MILITARY MEMBER OF
UNAMIR/MINUAR HAVE HANDED OVER
TO TH]-E OFFICE or THE PROSECUTOR or
AT (4)

SIGNED THIS DAY OF 199_

UNAMIR OFFICE OF THE PROSECUTOR

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Insert here the name of the person being handed over.

Insert here the name of the Prosecutor's Of ce.

Insert here the time of hand over.

Insert here the name of the UNAMIR person conducting the hand over.
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DPKO/MIL/5'37. -
REFERENCE: I

The Secretary-General of the United Nations resents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative ofh to the '
United Nations and has the honour to refer to t e assignment of
personnel of the Argentine Armed Forces to the United Nations
Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR).-.._

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary-General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military personnel
of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three centred equal stripes of
red, green and black, flanked by equal bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary-General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of Argentina would
indicate its agreement with regard to the award of the United
Nations medal to eligible military personnel of its Armed Forces
in service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of Argentina his appreciation of the co-operation
and support it has given to the peace-keeping operations of the
United Nations. A
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DPKO/MIL/533

The Secretary-General of the United Nations resents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative o to the
United Nations and has the honour to refer to the assignment of
personnel of the Austrian Armed Forces and Civilian Police to the
United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR).

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary—General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military and
civilian police personnel of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three
centred equal stripes of red, green and black, flanked by equal
bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary—General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military and Civilian Police personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of Austria would
indicate its agreement with regard to the award of the United
Nations medal to eligible military and civil police personnel of
its Armed Forces and Civilian Police in service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of Austria his appreciation of the co-operation
and support it has given to the peace—keeping operations of the
United Nations.

f\¥\ ,

21 March 1994
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c

The Secretary—General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of the People's
Republic of Bangladesh to the United Nations and has the honour
to refer to the assignment of personnel of th'i Armed
Forces and Civilian Police to the United Nations Assistance
Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR).

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary—General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military and
civilian police personnel of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three
centred equal stripes of red, green and black, flanked by equal
bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary—General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military and Civilian Police personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of the People's
Republic of Bangladesh would indicate its agreement with regard
to the award of the United Nations medal to eligible military and
civil police personnel of its Armed Forces and Civilian Police in
service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh his
appreciation of the co-operation and support it has given to the
peace-keeping operations of the United Nations.r1r‘/I

21 March 1994
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The Secretary—General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of to the
United Nations and has the honour to refer to e assignment of
personnel of the Belgian Armed Forces and Civilian Police to the
United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR).

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary-General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military and
civilian police personnel of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three
centred equal stripes of red, green and black, flanked by equal
bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary-General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military and Civilian Police personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of Belgium would
indicate its agreement with regard to the award of the United
Nations medal to eligible military and civil police personnel of
its Armed Forces and Civilian Police in service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary—General would like to express once again to
the Government of Belgium his appreciation of the co-operation
and support it has given to the peace-keeping operations of the
United Nations. r“

/

21 March 1994
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The Secretary-General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of Canada to the
United Nations and has the honour to refer to the assignment of
personnel of th*|\ed Forces to the United Nations
Assistance Mission -or .wanda (UNAMIR).

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary-General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military personnel
of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three centred equal stripes of
red, green and black, flanked by equal bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary-General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of Canada would
indicate its agreement with regard to the award of the United
Nations medal to eligible military personnel of its Armed Forces
in service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of Canada his appreciation of the co-operation and
support it has given to the peace-keeping operations of the
United Nations. “,‘ /

21 March 1994
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The Secretary—General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of the Republic of
Congo to the United Nations and has the honour to refer to the
assignment of personnel of the mg ghrmed Forces to the United
Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR).

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary—General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military personnel
of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three centred equal stripes of
red, green and black, flanked by equal bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary—General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of the Republic of
Congo would indicate its agreement with regard to the award of
the United Nations medal to eligible military personnel of its
Armed Forces in service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of the Republic of Congo his appreciation of the
co-operation and support it has given to the peace-keeping
operations of the United Nations. nr\/

21 March 1994
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The Secretary—General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of the Arab Republic
ofgiigg to the United Nations and has the honour to refer to the
as g “nt of personnel of the Egyptian Armed Forces to the
United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR).

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary—General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military personnel
of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three centred equal stripes of
red, green and black, flanked by equal bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary—General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of the Arab
Republic of Egypt would indicate its agreement with regard to the
award of the United Nations medal to eligible military personnel
of its Armed Forces in service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of the Arab Republic of Egypt his appreciation of
the co-operation and support it has given to the peace-keeping
operations of the United Nations.

nr\/

21 March 1994
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The Secretary-General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of the Republic of
Fiji to the United Nations and has the honour to refer to the
assignment of personnel of thq ggiggprmed Forces to the United
Nations Assistance Mission for RwaH”a (UNAMIR).

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary—General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military personnel
of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three centred equal stripes of
red, green and black, flanked by equal bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary-General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of the Republic of
Fiji would indicate its agreement with regard to the award of the
United Nations medal to eligible military personnel of its Armed
Forces in service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of the Republic of Fiji his appreciation of the
co-operation and support it has given to the peace-keeping
operations of the United Nations. "r\/

21 March 1994
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The Secretary-General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of Ghana to the
United Nations and has the honour to refer to the assignment of
personnel of the rmed Forces to the United Nations
Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR).

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary-General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military personnel
of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three centred equal stripes of
red, green and black, flanked by equal bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary-General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of Ghana would
indicate its agreement with regard to the award of the United
Nations medal to eligible military personnel of its Armed Forces
in service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of Ghana his appreciation of the co-operation and
support it has given to the peace-keeping operations of the
United Nations. '

I\ /

21 March 1994
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The Secretary—General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of the Republic of
Mali to the United Nations and haswthe honour to refer to the
assignment of personnel of thArmed Forces and Civilian
Police to the United Nations Vssistance Mission for Rwanda
(UNAMIR).
. In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary-General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military and
civilian police personnel of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three
centred equal stripes of red, green and black, flanked by equal
bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary—General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military and Civilian Police personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of the Republic of
Mali would indicate its agreement with regard to the award of the
United Nations medal to eligible military and civil police
personnel of its Armed Forces and Civilian Police in service with
UNAMIR.

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of the Republic of Mali his appreciation of the
co—operation and support it has given to the peace-keeping
operations of the United Nations.“'\/

21 March 1994
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The Secretary-General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of Nigeria to the
United Nations and has the honour to refer to the assignment of
personnel of th~’Armed Forces to the United Nations
Assistance Mission for ‘Wanda (UNAMIR).

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary-General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military personnel
of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three centred equal stripes of
red, green and black, flanked by equal bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary-General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of Nigeria would
indicate its agreement with regard to the award of the United
Nations medal to eligible military personnel of its Armed Forces
in service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of Nigeria his appreciation of the co—operation
and support it has given to the peace-keeping operations of the
United Nations. HY\/

21 March 1994
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The Secretary—General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of the Russian
Federation to the United Nations and haswthe honour to refer to
the assignment of personnel of theArmed Forces to the
United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR).

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary-General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military personnel
of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three centred equal stripes of
red, green and black, flanked by equal bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary-General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of the Russian
Federation would indicate its agreement with regard to the award
of the United Nations medal to eligible military personnel of its
Armed Forces in service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of the Russian Federation his appreciation of the
co-operation and support it has given to the peace-keeping
operations of the United Nations. r\r\/

21 March 1994
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The Secretary—General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of the Republic of
Senegal to the United Nations and haswthe honour to refer to the
assignment of personnel of the rmedForces to the
United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR).

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary—General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military personnel
of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three centred equal stripes of
red, green and black, flanked by equal bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary—General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of the Republic of
Senegal would indicate its agreement with regard to the award of
the United Nations medal to eligible military personnel of its
Armed Forces in service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of the Republic of Senegal his appreciation of the
co-operation and support it has given to the peace-keeping
operations of the United Nations. hr‘!

21 March 1994
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The Secretary-General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of the United
R bl’ f T ' t th U 't d N t'o -0' 1- h h tepu 1c o anzania o e n1 e a 1 ns Q 8 .W-,e onour o
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Forces and Civilian Police to the United Nations Assistance
Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR).

. In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary-General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military and
civilian police personnel of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three
centred equal stripes of red, green and black, flanked by equal
bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary-General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military and Civilian Police personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of the United
Republic of Tanzania would indicate its agreement with regard to
the award of the United Nations medal to eligible military and
civil police personnel of its Armed Forces and Civilian Police in
service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary—General would like to express once again to
the Government of the United Republic of Tanzania his
appreciation of the co-operation and support it has given to the
peace-keeping operations of the United Nations.

r\/
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The Secretary-General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of Togo to the United
Nations and has the honour to refer to the assignment of
personnel of the|IIArmed Forces and Civilian Police to the
United Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR).

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary—General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military and
civilian police personnel of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three
centred equal stripes of red, green and black, flanked by equal
bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary-General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military and Civilian Police personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of Togo would
indicate its agreement with regard to the award of the United
Nations medal to eligible military and civil police personnel of
its Armed Forces and Civilian Police in service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of Togo his appreciation of the co—operation and
support it has given to the peace-keeping operations of the
United Nations.

1\/

21 March 1994
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The Secretary-General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of Tunisia to the

' d t' d h th h t f to th i nment ofUnite Na ions an as “W; onour o re er e ass g
personnel of theArmed Forces to the United Nations
Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR).

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary—General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military personnel
of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three centred equal stripes of
red, green and black, flanked by equal bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary-General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of Tunisia would
indicate its agreement with regard to the award of the United
Nations medal to eligible military personnel of its Armed Forces
in service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of Tunisia his appreciation of the co—operation
and support it has given to the peace-keeping operations of the
United Nations.

hh/

21 March 1994
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The Secretary-General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of Uruguay to the
United Nations and has the honour to refer to the assignment of
personnel of the ArmedForces to the United Nations
Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR).

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary-General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military personnel
of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three centred equal stripes of
red, green and black, flanked by equal bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary—General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of Uruguay would
indicate its agreement with regard to the award of the United
Nations medal to eligible military personnel of its Armed Forces
in service with UNAMIR. _

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of Uruguay his appreciation of the co-operation
and support it has given to the peace-keeping operations of the
United Nations.r\“/

21 March 1994
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The Secretary-General of the United Nations presents his
compliments to the Permanent Representative of the Republic of
Zimbabwe to the United Nations and has the honour to refer to the

l f th A d F c s the Unitedassignment of personne o e rme or e
Nations Assistance Mission for Rwanda I AMIR).

In accordance with the Regulations for the United Nations
Medal (ST/SGB/119/Rev. 1, copy attached), the Secretary-General
has established a United Nations medal to be awarded after a 90
day period of qualifying service, to eligible military personnel
of UNAMIR. The ribbon contains three centred equal stripes of
red, green and black, flanked by equal bars of white and UN blue.

Subject to the approval of the appropriate authorities of
your Government, the Secretary-General intends, under Article VII
of the Regulations for the United Nations Medal, to authorise the
Force Commander UNAMIR, to issue this medal and service ribbon to
the Military personnel serving with UNAMIR.

It would be appreciated if the Government of the Republic of
Zimbabwe would indicate its agreement with regard to the award of
the United Nations medal to eligible military personnel of its
Armed Forces in service with UNAMIR.

The Secretary-General would like to express once again to
the Government of the Republic of Zimbabwe his appreciation of
the co—operation and support it has given to the peace-keeping
operations of the United Nations. *x/

21 March 1994
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